Un Dilema entre el uso de la tierra y el derecho a la consulta previa en Colombia: La disputa por la tierra de los resguardos
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Abstract

This article constitutes one contribution to the analysis of the conflict between the indigenous people and the governments through history in Colombia over the lands of resguardos or native indigenous reservation areas, focusing the attention in the legal and political framework that rules these ethnic minorities’ rights and especially the right of prior consultation; understood as one of the reasons which has intensified the conflict between both parties in time specifically from the decade of the 1990s. This study considers that this dispute between these both parties is not only caused due to the contrary visions and perspectives over the land –and over the natural resources present in it– but also due to the presence of contradictions in the laws, policies, norms, decrees, etc., as the factors which have not only extended for more than 400 years but also intensified the dispute amid these two parties to the present day.
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Resumen

Este artículo constituye un aporte al análisis del conflicto entre los indígenas y los gobiernos de la historia en Colombia por las tierras de los resguardos, enfocando la atención en el marco legal y político que rige especialmente los derechos de estas minorías étnicas y especialmente el derecho a la consulta previa; entendido como una de las razones que ha intensificado el conflicto entre ambos actores en el tiempo específicamente desde la década de 1990. Este estudio también considera que esta disputa entre estos ambos actores no solo se da por las visiones y perspectivas contrarias sobre la tierra –y sobre los recursos naturales que hay en ella– sino también por la presencia de contradicciones en las leyes, políticas, normas, decretos, etc., como los factores que no solo han intensificado pero también extendido la disputa entre estos dos actores por más de 400 años hasta hoy en día.
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Introduction

The conflict over the lands could be catalogued as a stone in the shoe for Colombia since the beginning of the colonial period and lasting until the present days. One of the noticeable and perhaps one of the most important conflicts over the lands in this country is the one that it has been present between the indigenous people and the government over the territorial zones of resguardos also known as indigenous reservation areas in English.

This scuffle has gradually become worse not only because due to the lack of consensus between both parties but also due to its prolongation in time gradually involving other actors such as other minorities like the Afro-descendants who as same as the indigenous perceive the lands as sacred places in which their deities live; as well as mining companies, bigger landlords, among others, who instead see these lands as merely potential sources for the generation of capital assets. Therefore, this article will analyze this conflict between the indigenous people and the government, that at the same time has been transcending to other scales beyond the borders of a) the laws and policies and b) the academic discussions that have been present which have studied the territorial conflict in Colombia. Now, let us begin by mentioning in a brief way some of the most relevant contradictions between these two parties.

Background: The Indigenous People and the Government’s Contradictions over the Land

Before going deeper into our discussion and revising other sources like the scholars’ perspectives, the laws, the policies, the norms, the constitutional rulings of the Constitutional Court and the decrees; let us observe the background of this dispute by first examining the contradictions between the indigenous people and the government over the land, the resources, and more specifically the

1 This article is one of the results of the doctoral course investigation in international development. I would like to use this space also for extending my deep gratitude and appreciation above all to my wife, Rina Kurachi, for her constant support; to my colleague and friend, Nairo Rodriguez for his scholarly enlightenment; and finally, to my professor and main supervisor, Doctor, Isamu Okada, from Nagoya University for always giving me his kind advice.

2 The conflict over the land in Colombia seems to be more evident when we analyze the ongoing dispute between the indigenous people and the government over resguardos.
resguardos. First, we must understand that those two parties perceive the land and its resources differently and even though there are policies, laws, norms, and decrees which have been designed for avoiding conflict between them, we can still find disagreements among them.

On one side, for the indigenous people, who have fought for more than 400 years since the colonial times against the government over their territories, the land “...is sacred and cannot be touched” (Mendoza, 2012) thus the natural resources in it (like the coca leaf cultivars, oil, and other similar non-renewable minerals) which can be neither extracted nor forcibly removed because they have above all a spiritual meaning. As one example the indigenous people from the Kogi tribe of Santa Marta city in the department of Magdalena sustain that “why people did not understand that the earth is a living body and if we damage part of it, we damage the whole body...What happens in one specific site is ... echoed in another miles away (Reddy, 2013). The indigenous people argue from this position because they sustain that the actions of third parties and above all the government towards their areas contradict not only their Cosmo vision but above all what is enacted in the laws, policies, norms, and decrees created for their territories’ protection. They claim especially that the government, in its race for a) eradicating coca leaf cultivars and b) searching minerals and similar valuable resources like gold, copper, oil, etc., is constantly not only invading their lands without prior authorization but also is allowing to both, national and multinational companies, to explore these territories without the permission of the tribes (Hallazi, 2013) destroying their environment threatening the lives of the members of resguardos.

On the other side, according to the current President, Juan Manuel Santos (2010-), who on September of 2016 was awarded by the Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) the Theodore Roosevelt prize for his efforts done in protecting the biodiversity and “expanding the national and multinational companies, to explore these territories without the permission of the tribes (Hallazi, 2013) destroying their environment threatening the lives of the members of resguardos.

On the other side, according to the current President, Juan Manuel Santos (2010-), who on September of 2016 was awarded by the Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) the Theodore Roosevelt prize for his efforts done in protecting the biodiversity and “expanding the national and multinational companies, to explore these territories without the permission of the tribes (Hallazi, 2013) destroying their environment threatening the lives of the members of resguardos.

December of 2016 the Nobel Peace Prize; the government has been making every possible effort to respect as well as of understand the visions of the indigenous peoples over the land and it has continuously made a commitment to defend these areas from possible hazards which may threat the integrity of those living in them. In a speech given, to the indigenous communities from the Sierra Nevada de Santa Martha (Arhuacos and Kogis), Juan Manuel Santos declared the position of the government as the party that is not only respecting but above all learning from the indigenous peoples’ Cosmo vision over the territory. In his discourse, Santos also sustained that the preservation of the whole ecological system in Colombia was a priority for his administration and he eagerly said to the indigenous people that he was committed to maintain this task in the following words: “let us defend the environment, let us preserve what is fundamental, let us avoid that the climate change continues, let us respect the nature. It is a shout from everybody. There are some that do not want to listen, there are others, also, that do not believe what is occurring”. With these words, Santos’ administration opposes to the position of those who categorize the government as party which is neither protecting its indigenous people’s rights nor its lands. Therefore, after observing the last arguments we can assume that the government’s official position sustains in a general way that there is no conflict over the resguardos because not only there is a compromise towards these lands but also because they are indeed protected by the strength of the legal and political framework which was carefully designed to: 1) avoid the further generation of disputes and 2) ensure the safety of the areas itself and of course of its members.

### The Concept of Resguardos in the Legal and Political Framework

Consistent with the government’s vision, the laws, policies, norms, and decrees enacted that are protecting resguardos are the solid basis for considering these zones as special lands in...
which the indigenous people are destined to live along with their customs and traditions without the intervention of third parties, even from the same government. The definition as well as the purposes of resguardos can be found in the legal and political framework's tools enacted through the years. One main referent we must consider is the Political Constitution of 1991\(^7\) which established not only the purposes of those territories but above all defined resguardos as "communal lands in which a group of indigenous people live and are above all "inalienable, imprescriptible, and indefeasible". In simpler words, those lands 1) cannot be sold, 2) their validity is maintained in time, and finally 3) nobody, not even a judge, can dispossess them. These basic constitutional principles are also supported by some of the most important laws and decrees which were enacted especially after 1991 that aside describe, create, organize, and delimit resguardos in the national order of Colombia also establish the norms to be considered and most importantly followed by other parties regarding the property rights of the indigenous people over those assigned areas for them to live.

In theory, these legal and political mechanisms according to the perspectives of the government have been working effectively since the time they were enacted and for that reason there is no conflict over the lands. However, considering the point of view of the indigenous people, these tools of the legal and political framework seem to be not working properly in accordance to their Cosmo vision and traditional principles because their lands are commonly facing unauthorized intromissions of the same government, private corporations, mining companies, and other third parties who seek to use these lands as a mean for the generation of incomes.

The guerrillas as well as other similar criminal bands have been unauthorizedly entering to resguardos and using the indigenous people's workforce to crop coca leaves for their gain. As it will be explained in the following section, the coca is understood from the perspective of the indigenous people as a sacred traditional element, and on the contrary for the government is a threat because not only its commercial value increases the profits of the illegal armed groups but also favors the drug production and smuggling activities: degrading the national context with more violence.

---

2003, p. 17) in resguardos which is indeed a threat for the national security because of the existence of an abundant number of guerrillas, paramilitaries, drug lords, and similar criminal bands who try by illegal means 1) to crop and harvest the coca leaves in vast quantities and 2) to extract the natural resources like gold and similar precious metals for augmenting their monetary assets. These last parties have been with their actions intensifying even more the conflict over the lands and especially over the resguardos.

In addition to this general point of view, for more than a decade, in an interview done to Magda Mesa, the government has believed that the indigenous people in resguardos are supporting the terrorist actions of the guerrillas and similar illegal groups by cropping and selling them in secret the coca leaves without notifying to the pertinent governmental authorities about it. Also, according to her, the indigenous people have indeed established these coca cultivation fields in resguardos through the years and have harvested these resources in some quantities for the wealth of the guerrillas supporting their criminal activities. This recognition done justifies the actions that the government has used for intervening, dividing, and even suppressing these lands of resguardos to avoid the generation of black markets and increase the security of the regions.

Mike Ross sustains that indeed “natural resources play a key role in triggering, prolonging, and financing these conflicts” (Ross, 2003, p. 17) and especially in the Colombian case the coca has been through history an important key element which has been prolonging the dispute between the indigenous people and the government as it is also observed in the (Table 1) mostly because of the value that this resource has in the black market.

In a report done by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) (UNODC; 2015, p.13) it is stated that: “It is important to highlight that the coca cultivars detected in the census of 2014 occupied the 0.04% of the total of the cultivable land in Colombia. The participation of the indigenous resguardos in the cropped area returned to the 11%, the same participation percentage reported in 2013, but it increased in the area with coca in 25%.” (UNODC; 2015, p.18). Despite these calculations, the coca cultivation in the indigenous lands has kept remaining one of the biggest problems for the government because speaking in terms of the security of the country, the drug processing and trafficking continue to be the reasons for the generation of violence and the generation of conflicts between groups in the whole nation. The same UNODC reported a year later in 2016 that “the coca cultivars remain

### Table 1. “Civil Wars Linked to Resource Wealth, 1990-2002”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>1978–2001</td>
<td>Gems, opium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>1973–2002?</td>
<td>Oil, diamonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola (Cabdina)</td>
<td>1975–</td>
<td>Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>1978–97</td>
<td>Timber, gems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>1984–</td>
<td>Oil, gold, coca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo, Rep. of</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia (Aceh)</td>
<td>1975–</td>
<td>Natural gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia (West Papua)</td>
<td>1969–</td>
<td>Copper, gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>1989–96</td>
<td>Timber, diamonds, iron, palm oil, cocoa, coffee, marijuana, rubber, gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>1975–</td>
<td>Phosphates, oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>1949–</td>
<td>Timber, tin, gems, opium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>1988–</td>
<td>Copper, gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>1980–95</td>
<td>Coca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>1991–2000</td>
<td>Diamonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>1983–</td>
<td>Oil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In a report done by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) (UNODC; 2015, p.13) it is stated that: “It is important to highlight that the coca cultivars detected in the census of 2014 occupied the 0.04% of the total of the cultivable land in Colombia. The participation of the indigenous resguardos in the cropped area returned to the 11%, the same participation percentage reported in 2013, but it increased in the area with coca in 25%;” (UNODC; 2015, p.18). Despite these calculations, the coca cultivation in the indigenous lands has kept remaining one of the biggest problems for the government because speaking in terms of the security of the country, the drug processing and trafficking continue to be the reasons for the generation of violence and the generation of conflicts between groups in the whole nation. The same UNODC reported a year later in 2016 that “the coca cultivars remain

---

8 For the government, the rights of the indigenous people are respected and guaranteed. However, its perspective suggests that the conflict over the lands of resguardos in Colombia is not caused by the presence the presence mining companies which are contributing with their actions to the development of the country but rather due to the existence of coca cultivars which are the source of incomes for the illegally armed groups.


10 Since the decades of the Spanish invasion and colonization, Colombia was a territory in which the enormous fields, rich lands, and wide plantations were seen as potential elements for the generation of incomes.
being a threat for the ecologic and biological diversity of Colombia; the coca in indigenous resguardos increased in 52% from 7,799 hectares in 2014 to 11,837 hectares in 2015” (UNODC; 2016, p. 13.). Therefore, in some cases, to keep the lands secure from the guerrillas and similar criminal groups, the regular forces of the government have entered to the indigenous resguardos for surveillance tasks. These actions were done in order not only to eradicate the coca leaves and the founts of incomes for the criminal groups but also, at the same time, to prevent the uprising of other future conflicts establishing secure perimeters and keep the safety of the population

Speaking of the value of the coca and its link to the generation of conflicts we must observe more into detail the prices and they way they have evolved because this is one of the main reasons behind the confrontations between the guerrillas, the indigenous, and the government over resguardos. In this case we can find interesting results by comparing the price of the coca leaf and the cocaine. The UNODC sustained that the prize of the fresh coca leaf by kilogram increased from 2,150 Colombian Pesos (COP) in 2014 to 3,000 COP in 2015 (UNODC; 2016, p. 54) and after being chemically processed into cocaine, the kilogram of this product elevated its price from 4,538,200 COP in 2014 to 4,747,300 COP in 2015 (UNODC; 2016, p. 54). Once smuggled to the United States, its value can easily surpass the 30,000 US$ by kilogram making evident the reason which explained the monetary of this resource also increases the possibilities of more conflicts.

The UNODC in its report published in 2015 sustained that the concentration of coca cultivars in indigenous resguardos was present in the Pacific region with one of the highest percentages of 58.8% followed by the Meta-Guaviare region with 18%; the Putumayo-Caquetá region with 15.2%; the Orinoquia region with 3.3%; the Central region with 2.7%; the Amazonia with 1.9%; and finally, the Sierra Nevada region with 0.1% (UNODC; 2015, p.44) (Figure 1). In its following report published in 2016, the UNODC sustained that there was no significant change evident in terms of the reduction of the coca cultivars in resguardos in total; these cultivars remain being perceived as threat for the government in terms of the security of the country. There were regions in which resguardos are present that could reduce the cultivation of coca in a small percentage in comparison to the ciphers presented in 2015 but in terms of the entire country we observe that the tendency of augmenting continued. The newest report indicated that the highest percentage is in the Pacific region with 68.8% followed by the Putumayo-Caquetá with 14.0%, the Guaviare-Meta with 12.0%, the Central with 3.3%, the Amazonia with 1.3%, the Orinoquia with 1.3%, and the Sierra Nevada with 0.1% (UNODC; 2016, p. 41) (Figure 2).

---

**Figure 1.** Percentage in the Participation of the Coca Cultivars in the Indigenous Resguardos by Region, 2014.


**Figure 2.** Percentage in the Participation of the Coca Cultivars in the Indigenous Resguardos by Region, 2015


---

The Importance of the Land and the Right of Prior Consultation

We could continue expanding our discussion regarding the radical contradictions between the indigenous people and the government over the lands, they ways they are conceived, the meaning of its resources (the coca leaf and its spiritual meaning or its commercial value), etc. Instead, let us now examine the importance the land acquires within the legal and political framework and the right of prior consultation as well as its role in the middle of this conflict. This right is from the standpoint of this article conceived as one of the imminent proofs that demonstrate the existence of a conflict present to this day over resguardos which has transcended the boundaries of the laws, the policies, norms, and the decrees.

The right of prior consultation can be easily understood as the protective legal mechanism given by the government to the indigenous people who can either accept or reject the entrance of a third party to their territories. Whether it is for a) the exploration of their territories, b) the development of infrastructural projects in these areas, c) the exploitation of the resources or d) to develop security missions given the presence of guerrilla members or to eradicate the increased cultivars of coca to avoid the uprising of further scuffles; the third parties including the government as well and its correspondent authorities, have the obligation to consult the indigenous people before entering into a resguardo (Rodriguez, 2010, p. 44.). Therefore, this tool was enacted to prevent the generation of more conflicts between the indigenous and the government.

The way the land is treated in the legal and political framework as well as the existence of this right can be found easily mentioned among these main following tools:

First, the law 21 of 1991 (Ley No. 21, 1991) which approved the principles in the convention No. 169 of the International Labor Organization (ILO) regarding the protection of the indigenous lands and the prior consultation to these communities. Second, the decree (Decreto No. 1320, 1998) which establishes more precisely in its Article 2 the right of prior consultation to the indigenous communities whenever entering their territories for extracting minerals or to develop similar activities. This decree was ratified to legitimate the right of prior consultation and give to the indigenous communities in resguardos voice and participation in the determinations of the government in what concerns to the intervention and above all, the natural resources’ exploitation in their lands. It establishes the prior consultation as a process which:

“shall be realized when the project, activity, and construction work processes are pretended to be developed in the zones of resguardos or indigenous reservation areas or in settled zones in collective property to the afro-descendant communities. Equally, the prior consultation shall be realized when the project, activity, or construction works are pretended to be developed in non-entitled zones and habituated in regular forms and permanently by those indigenous or black communities, in conformity with the enacted in the following article” (decreto No. 1320, 1998).

Third, in the constitutional court ruling C-383 of 2003 (Sentencia C-383, 2003) which establishes the tutelage as a legal mechanism that the indigenous people shall use to protect their territories from invasions without being previously consulted to their territories by third parties. Fourth, in the decree-law 4633 of 2011 (decreto-ley No. 4633 de 2011) which was enacted to create assistance and integral reparation mechanisms to the indigenous communities who have, to some degree, suffered from damages in their territories. In its Article 1, this decree establishes that:

“this decree-law has as main objective to generate and to create the legal and institutional background of the public policy of integral attention, protection, integral reparation, and territorial rights’ restitution to the indigenous people and communities as collective subjects and to their members considered individually, in conformity with the Political Constitution, the law of origin, the natural law, the superior right or the own right, and taking as reference the international instruments which compose the pillar of constitutionality, the laws, the jurisprudence, the international principles to the truth, to the justice, to the reparation and no repetition guarantees, respecting their culture, material existence e including their rights as victims of grave violation and manifested of international norms of human rights or infraction to the...
humanitarian international right and dignify their ancestral rights” (decreto-ley No. 4633 de 2011).

Fifth, in the decree 1953 of 2014 (decreto No. 1953, 2014) which creates a special regime aiming to put in functioning the indigenous territories according to their own administration systems considering the land, in its Article 10 section (d) territoriality, as a living entity, as a “mother, the master, the space in which the law of origin is experienced, and it is composed by beings, spirits and energies which allow an order and make possible the life, in conformity with the traditional cultures by each community” (decreto No. 1953, 2014). Sixth, the decree 2333 of 2014 (decreto No. 2333, 2014) which creates a system of coordination between the dependencies of government to, as stated in article 1, “establish the mechanisms to the effective protection and judicial security of the lands and occupied territories or ancestrally possessed and/ or traditionally by the indigenous people”. This decree in its second principle in Article 2, sustained that the government understands the existence of a “special relation of the indigenous people with the lands and the territories” (decreto No. 2333, 2014); therefore:

“the government recognizes, respects, protects, and guarantees the special importance which for the cultures and spiritual values of the indigenous people sheathes its relationship with the lands or territories, or both, which occupy or use in one or in any other way, and in particular, the collective aspects of that relation” (decreto No. 2333, 2014).

And finally, seventh, and overall the most important, in the political constitution of 1991 in articles 7 and 8 that determine the government has the obligation to protect the ethnic minorities in the nation13. At the same time, it is stated in article 330 of the constitution in its last paragraph that the:

“Exploitation of natural resources in the indigenous (Indian) territories will be done without impairing the cultural, social, and economic integrity of the indigenous communities. In the decisions adopted with respect to the said exploitation, the government will encourage the participation of the representatives of the respective communities”14.

Despite the existence of these laws, decrees, constitutional rulings of the Constitutional Court, and articles of the political constitution in which are clearly stated the importance of the land and the existence of the right of prior consultation, the conflict is still evident. As we have seen, on one side the indigenous people sustain that the land and the right of prior consultation have not been respected because the government, in an ambivalent position, always acts against them interfering and destroying their territories. On the other side, the government sustains that the land as same as the right of prior consultation is always being respected and the communities are always invited to gather with the authorities to discuss the whether or not is possible to enter to those lands, to conduct surveillance acts, to explore the areas, to search for minerals, or to develop projects in them15. These are another set of contradictions which can be added to the list of reasons that justify the conflict between the indigenous people and the government over resguardos prolonging it to this day.

The right of prior consultation aside being enacted process the government in the legal and political framework for formally considering the opinions and perspectives of the indigenous people is perhaps one uncomfortable needle digging under the feet of both parties whose conflict in most of its part relies on it. Therefore, to find an ultimate answer which benefits both parties equally has been even for the authors like searching a way out from an infinite maze in which some the opinions are lost in the paths and the others find themselves trapped in a dead-end without a way out. These last two metaphors will be our references for considering the positions of the indigenous people, the government, but especially of the authors who aside reflecting over the importance of the lands and of the right of prior consultation, do neither have clarity nor a consensus settled because they as well have opposed positions.

---

Adding to this last point, the scenario seems to get worse analyzing the presence of constant reforms and changes in the legal and political framework thorough the history because the laws, the policies, norms, and the decrees in some occasions contradict themselves as we will observe further in this article. Something that makes the right of prior consultation not only more complex topic for the analysis but also one important component of the dispute over resguardos is that on one side the indigenous people believe that the lands as same as the resources are theirs but on the contrary government believes that the resources of the subsoil under the resguardos belong to the whole nation and constitute the key elements for achieving the sustainable development of the country. This last point will be examined deeper in the following sections and for now, let us examine the positions of the scholars over this topic.

A Conflict Beyond the Borders of the Legal and Political Framework

Authors like Wehrmann do not consider the existence of the right of prior consultation as a reason justifying the conflict between the indigenous people and the government; in other words, whether the right of prior consultation is required or not seems to be out of her perspective because she believes it is not a matter of rights but on the contrary of value the land has. In her words:

“Land conflicts are indeed a widespread phenomenon, and can occur at any time or place. Both need and greed can equally lead to them, and scarcity and increases in land value can make things worse. Land conflicts especially occur when there is a chance to obtain land for free – no matter if this land is state, common or someone’s private property” (Wehrmann, 2008, p. 8).

In comparison to Wehrmann who sustains that the land value is what generates conflict instead of the right of prior consultation, there are authors like Bouvier who argue that the conflict over the lands in Colombia is caused by the presence other more important actors — than the indigenous people — whose desires for appropriating the land and its resources pose a much bigger threat to the internal context of the country. In her words: “today, guerrilla insurgents, paramilitary groups, drug traffickers, agro-industrialists, and the State battle for the control of land, natural resources, and geostrategic corridors” (Bouvier, 2013) And all of them together are the most active in the field of the fight over the lands; unlike the indigenous people who aside being a minority do not conduct in the same level terrorist activities as the criminal groups like the guerrillas. In her viewpoint, it seems that the guerrillas and similar criminal bands who battle against the government make the land conflict more complex in Colombia than just a group of indigenous people; even though she does not leave completely their presence aside in this conflict because she also considers the mining expeditions is as well one of the reasons for the generation of conflicts among groups. In this sense, she also sustains that:

“the land issue in Colombia is central to the conflict’s origins…Entrenched rural elites responded to the guerrillas’ call for land reform by forming private armies… that relied on public security forces and regional politicians to protect the interests of large landowners. In recent decades, conflicts over land have become intertwined with the drug trade and extractive industries as well” (Bouvier, 2013).

Pizarro distinct from Wehrmann and similar to some extent to Bouvier sustains that it is not the value of the land but instead of that is the value of the resources allotted in the land what generates conflict between the parties and in “production areas and of illegal drugs processing, zones rich in gold, coal, oil, bananas, stockbreeding, and progressively coffee” (Pizarro-Leongómez, 2004, p. 185) more confrontations tend to occur. Especially, in the rural zones of Colombia in which these natural resources are abundant the conflict amid groups is more than constant; in the words of this article, in resguardos where the indigenous communities are allotted.

These are some of the different academic perspectives that as we could observe are very diverse in their statements concerning the analysis of the conflict over the lands and 16 It is interesting to observe an assumption that the richer the land is the higher levels of conflict will be presented. This proportional relation can be understood if we consider the amount of wealth and resources in a determined nation; this means, if a country has high concentration of oil, fertile lands to cultivate or high quantity of precious stones to develop mining activities is likely proportional the conflicts for the domination of these resources and of course the land in which they are allotted will arise. These scuffles generate negative consequences for the society such as the reduction of the security levels, massive murderers, internal displaced persons (IDP), among others, which may last for years even after the disputes are settled.
more specifically of resguardos. The positions of the indigenous people and of the government over the lands as well as of these scholars are very challenging to harmonize because each author is sustaining his opinion at the basis of the information and experiences at hand. The same occurs with the indigenous people and the government because both are operating in a scenario in which not only their information is different but above all their interests and perspectives that are mutually confronted seem radical and with no intention of ceding space for the generation of consensus. This makes more difficult for these two actors to generate spaces of agreements and the establishment of future negotiations that can assist in their mutual understanding because their unwillingness to yield in their points makes the scenario more complex to understand.

Likewise as we have seen, the indigenous people as well as the government are accusing each other constantly: of intromission into their territories for eradicating coca cultivars, for constructing infrastructures, and for developing mining expeditions—from the arguments of the indigenous people — and of cultivating in high amounts illicit crops whilst supporting the guerrillas in their criminal activities —from the arguments of the government— without even settling their perspectives in a common negotiation table. The resguardos that are the center of the dispute as we have seen have not only a very ambiguous conception among the indigenous people and the government but also amid the authors who deal with this topic because their positions support either to the indigenous people or to the government (Mora, 2016). This last factor is still causing a disagreement between positions and is also blocking the possibility of establishing an accord which eventually shall lower the intensity of the conflict that spins around the land of the resguardos and more specifically in what concerns to the right of prior consultation.

The Current Claims of the Indigenous People

The indigenous people to this day for more than 400 years (Mora, 2015) have demanded two main points: First, their respect of their lands and second, to be previously consulted— also they include the request for more lands—. These are the most important appeals that the indigenous people have made through the decades to the government. According to their first claim, the indigenous people are asking to the government the respect of their lands considering the contents enacted in the laws and decrees of the legal and political framework. However, Juan Friede, a specialized anthropologist in the history of the conquest and the Americas' colonization, sustains that these lands of resguardos were not given by the government to the indigenous to preserve and safeguard their rights. Instead, these lands are “formed centers in an artificial way as consequence of the dispossession, forced or legal, that the Spanish subdued the indigenous population” (Friede, 1976, p. 22) and they were given to the indigenous as a method the Crown—and eventually the governments in the republic— used to continue its exploitations in other parts of the territory in which these natives used to live. Friede does not see the government as the guarantor of the rights of the indigenous people but on the contrary as a dominator that created resguardos as a way of translating the indigenous communities away from the richer lands and confining them in artificial areas use them later for future interventions. Therefore, according to this claim in this perspective there is no need for the government to consider their rights over the resguardos before acting against them.

The indigenous people are requesting to the government to stop interfering in their lifestyle invading their territories in the quest of 1) inexistente coca cultivars destined for the support of the guerrillas and 2) natural resources like gold, silver, oil, etc., without asking them first their consent on whether it is possible or not to conduct these types of activities. For this reason and as for their second claim they also request more lands. This is because the resguardos in which they live are gradually losing their purpose of protecting their members because not only they are being intervened but above all destroyed and poisoned by the a) use of glyphosate in the fumigations of the coca cultivars (Sentencia T-253/16) and of b) employment of toxic chemicals like cyanide and mercury used in the mining expeditions17; contravening the communities’ rights and especially the content of the most recent, the constitutional ruling Sentencia T-253/1618. This

---

constitutonal ruling enacts that the indigenous people shall use the tutelage to directly demand the respect of the indigenous' collective property rights infringed due to the use of glyphosate and mercury near or in where they live. Nonetheless, despite the existence of this tool the government has not given an appropriate effective response to the communities and the use of those toxic chemicals continues. The indigenous communities sustain they need not only need to be consulted before entering to their resguardos but also more lands to live because the ones they have are not suitable enough to provide the necessary elements for the survival of their whole members whose lives are always threatened (Semana, 2008: pp. 30-32) especially by the poisoning of their environment.

Those destructive actions against the indigenous' territories occur probably because the legal and political framework of Colombia is fragile even though is well constructed. Nevertheless, it does not have enough force to block these intromissions because the government and third parties prefer to accomplish their goals instead of respecting the indigenous rights even though they are already enacted. Perhaps the government sees the indigenous people as rebels who in some lands support the criminal groups like the guerrillas, paramilitaries and so on. But even the same authorities of the government have demonstrated in their actions their unwillingness to respect these communities' cultural background and just pursue their own interests disregarding the presence of the indigenous people and conceding permission to the regular forces of the government to investigate and eradicate the coca cultivars and to the mining companies to explore on resguardos for valuable natural resources that according to those who are in the power of the State it contribute to the economic growth and development.

The Responses of the Government.

After seeing the indigenous people's claims now let us explore the responses given by the government to their petitions. Regarding the first claim, the government has sustained that the rights of the indigenous people enacted in the legal and political framework, especially their property rights over resguardos and the right prior consultation are being respected as well as protected. For every occasion in which the government expresses its desire of entering to the indigenous' territories, in quest of illicit activities linked with the excess of coca cultivars or for developing mining expeditions, there has been a prior gathering between the authorities of the government and the indigenous tribal leaders, as publicly announced by the dependency in charge of the prior consultation from Ministry of Internal Affairs.

According to Gloria Amparo Rodriguez, who quoted in her study information from the actual Colombian Ministry of Environment and Sustainable Development referred in her study as the former Ministry of Environment, Housing, and Territorial Development “since 1994 until July of the present year [2009], the Ministry... had realized a total of 121 consultations, from which of them 84 have been with indigenous people, 31 with Afro-descendant communities, in 3 cases there have been consultations with both groups and 3 with raizal communities (Figure 3)” (Rodriguez, 2009, p. 61) and as it is observed in the next figure in her study the Ministry of Environment has maintained a record of the consultation processes made to all the communities involved in the projects of the government despite the results are low in number.

**Figure 3. Prior Consultation by Ethnics**

As stated by the same author, Rodriguez, depending on the sectors and types of activities in the need for consultations to the indigenous communities up to 2009 the consultation processes “have been effectuated in the following way: Hydrocarbons 48, electric 23, infrastructure 34, mining 5, agrochemicals 4, and permissions of scientific investigation and access to genetic resources 7” (Rodriguez, 2009, p. 61) and as it is observed in the following Figure 4 the author points out that the prior consultation has been catalogued depending on the sectors that the government desires to exploit on these territories.

**Figure 4.** Prior Consultation by Sector.

These data presented by Rodriguez reveal in the first place the record of a total number of the consultations done to these communities by the government since 1994 to 2009 and in the second place demonstrate the existence of some the categories established for consulting to each of those communities depending on the different sectors desired to be exploited. This information obtained from official authorities like the Ministry of Environment exposes in its results that the government is indeed demonstrating a commitment towards the protection of the indigenous lands acting following the principles enacted in the legal and political framework. However, there is no information presented in either the study of Rodriguez or in the Ministry of Internal Affairs regarding the use of the prior consultation related to the actions to eradicate the excessive amount of *coca* cultivars deployed by the government — who in some cases authorizes the fumigation with glyphosate without considering the presence of the communities living there (González, 2003) — and of its regular forces — who for surveillance activities establishes security perimeters and enters to these lands using force —. Neither the Ministry of Internal affairs, Rodriguez, nor the Ministry of Environment mentioned it in their data the relation between the right of prior consultation and the unauthorized intervention of the government and its regular forces into these areas. Despite Rodriguez mentioning in her study that the government consults to the indigenous communities before developing actions in *resguardos*, in most of the cases that are related with the monitoring and the regulation of the *coca* cultivars in their lands this right is ignored.

Considering the argument presented by González Posso related to the fumigations done by the government in *resguardos* to eradicate the *coca* cultivars (González, 2003) in the constitutional court’s Ruling Sentencia C-383 of 2003 (Sentencia C-383, 2003) it is enacted that the government as well as its authorities must consult to the indigenous communities with anticipation every time even for fumigation in order to safeguard not only the indigenous’ rights but also their lives. Therefore, the indigenous communities have to also inform to the government and to the pertinent authorities about the purposes of the *coca* cultivars in *resguardos* in order to avoid misunderstandings, which are still remaining.
The presence of the military as well as of the fumigations in these areas without the prior consultation to the indigenous people demonstrates that there is another ambiguity present which is caused in most part by the unwillingness of the government to act according to its own legal and political framework which keeps 1) generating more disagreements between both parties, 2) separating even more the positions of the authors who support the indigenous people and the government, and 3) extending this conflict in time as well as its ambiguities.

Finally, regarding to the indigenous people’s second claim related to the need of more lands, Martínez arguments that thanks to the agrarian reform done in the decade of the 1960s the government through its legal and political framework was able to give to the whole population more hectares of territory determining effectively the titles and its owners, along with their correct location, the types of lands, and their limits for avoiding future conflicts (Martínez, 2003, p. 6). His position also suggests that “through the enactment of the law 70 of 1993, over 4,000,000 million hectares have been owned by the indigenous communities … [and] actually, the indigenous communities have more or less 30,000,000 million of hectares that corresponds to the 30 or 32% of the total of the titled land in Colombia” (Martínez, 2003, p. 6).

This argument which seems to be very convincing in its logic is not only ambiguous but above all mistaken because the author is not considering the fact that the law 70 of 1993 (Ley No. 70, 1993) is not designed for indigenous people but on the contrary is especially enacted for the Afro-descendants. They are other group which cannot be equated in the same category as the indigenous people because their context, history, Cosmo vision over the land, their relationship with the government, the types of lands in which they live, and above all the laws and policies designed for them are different. This argument not only leaves us in uncertainty but also questioning whether the authors, and even government are able to understand the complexity of this conflict full of ambiguities and unending arguments.

To Preserve the Environment or to Achieve Development?

The indigenous people in resguardos have played an important role in Colombia not only because they represent the traditional roots of the country but above all because they seek to protect the environment considered to be sacred unlike the government who sees it to be a mean for achieving sustainable development. Esther Sánchez Botero sustains that the contradicting believes between the indigenous people and the government over the lands are caused by an intervention of the market forces that always had attempted to give commercial value to the natural resources like gold, silver, emeralds, oil, etc., and the rich biologic diversity allotted in these specific territories (Sánchez, 2010, pp. 115-116.). According to her, this value is also owned by the indigenous peoples who have taken care and protected these territorial spaces even risking their own lives against the guerrillas and similar bands who desire to appropriate these areas to gain profits as it has been sustained previously (Sánchez, 2010, pp. 115-116.).

As we saw earlier, the current president Juan Manuel Santos Calderón (2010-) has given priorities to the preservation of the rights of the indigenous people as well as to the development of the country in a sustainable way which in other words means the usage of some of the most important the natural resources in Colombia like oil, coal, gold, barite, etc., for accomplishing this goal. Despite enacting new decrees like the decree-law 4633 of 2011 (decreto-ley No. 4633, 2011), the decree 1953 of 2014 (decreto No. 1953, 2014); and the decree 2333 of 2014 (decreto No. 2333, 2014) destined all of them to protect the indigenous people’s rights, over resguardos and of their right to be previously consulted, Santos' administration has also focused his efforts in the impulse of the economy through the so called locomotora minera or mining locomotive in English. This plan of the current administration has intended to stimulate in a fast and constant way the industrialization, growth, and the development of Colombia by conceding licenses and concessions –mostly for mining– to private and multinational companies for exploring the territories and gathering natural resources (Ahumada, 2013).

According to the arguments given by the current Minister of Finance Mauricio Cárdenas quoted by Antonio Paz “the responsible mining is an ally for eradicating the misery in Colombia” (Paz, 2014).

By the beginning of Santos’ administration, the mining concessions were conceded to several more multinational and private companies which settled their operations in the indigenous resguardos in the quest for resources and as it is observed in the maps (figure 5 and 6) presented by the organisation Geoactivismo the number of companies waiting
for the government’s approval doubled and almost quadrupled the already present by 2010. This means that the government in its rush for achieving development has attempted to explore the whole territory unremittingly in order to gain profits.

Figure 5.
Indigenous Territories and Mining Titles.
Current Titles 2010

Perhaps it is also necessary to highlight that aside the generation of profits the mining process for the government “represent the 2% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), constitute the 18.8% of the total of exportations of Colombia, produces the 91.3% of the coal, 12% of the gold, and 100% of the nickel; generates 350,000 direct employments, annually are destined 135,000 millions of pesos in programs of social responsibility and near 176,000 million in environmental management plans; together with the national government near 2,000 miners have been formalized [and] each year near six billions of pesos are bought to national providers” (Paz, 2014).

Figure 6.
Indigenous Territories and Mining Requests.
Requests in 2010 (Under Revision)

The land in Colombia and especially the lands of resguardos as we have observed are highly valued for both parties. The indigenous people who aside claiming it as their own insist that the mining processes in their territories constitute a destruction of the cultural roots and of the environment which they have been preserving for more than 400 years. The land does not have a value in the same commercial logic than the government as it was mentioned before but instead of that has spiritual meaning which through the proper relationships with the men is balanced. This is known as etnoecología, or the discipline that takes care, studies the relationship between the man and the environment, and that tries to preserve it in English (Casas, 2011, p. 113).

To preserve their lands from destruction and to establish an equilibrated relationship with the ecosystem the indigenous people do not conduct mining or similar activities that eventually in the end may contaminate and endanger the soils that are sacred for them. The etnoecología developed constantly by these natives has been done to avoid the generation of future environmental and costs that could be originated by the excessive destruction and contamination of the environment as a result of the actions of the multinational companies who have as priority the accumulation of the capital in excess rather than the preservation of the ecosystem, the rights, the and lives of the indigenous people (Reyes and Martí, 2007, pp. 46-55). Azevedo Luíndia says that to generate development in a sustainable way considering not only the interests and rights of the indigenous but also their skills or in this case the knowledge of etnoecología, is as well a viable strategy. For her, the implementation of ecotourism can be used as a way of not only preserving the environment but also an alternative manner of stimulating the economy (Azevedo, 2007) by realizing activities that make the persons interact with a preserved community. The revenues out of this process may be determined by the contents and costs of the programs, and this could gradually reduce the dependency in the excavation for natural nonrenewable resources and diminish the destruction of these lands through the mining process surprisingly legitimized also in the legal and political framework.

Contradictions in the Legal and Political Framework

Up to this point we had been debating the positions of the indigenous and the government over the lands of the resguardos considering some of the most controversial points between them which include at the same time the property rights over the lands and the right of prior consultation.

As continuously mentioned in this article, the indigenous people sustain that the government is neither respecting their lands nor considering the tools of the legal and political framework for their protection. On the contrary, the government says not only the indigenous people’s rights are guaranteed but most importantly protected. It also says that the actions developed towards the indigenous resguardos are above all legitimate under the tools of the legal and political framework in: 1) article 80 of the 1991 political constitution in which is enacted that the state of Colombia “shall plan the administration and the usage of the natural resources, in order to guarantee its sustainable development, its preservation, restoration, or substitution...” (constitución política de Colombia 1991, artículo 80); 2) in article 332 of the political constitution that states that all the non-renewable natural resources are regarded the property of the State (constitución política de Colombia 1991, artículo 332); and in 3) in the national Mining Code also known as the law 685 of 2001 (ley No. 685, 2001) that states in its article 1 that all the resources allotted in the soil of the nation are considered contributing elements for achieving the sustainable development of the country (ley No. 685, 2001), and also that sustains in article 5 that:

“The minerals of any kind and location, allotted in the soils or subsoils, in any natural or physical conditions, are exclusively property of the country, without consideration that their property, possession, or tenancy of the correspondent terrains, belong to other public entities, of particulars or communities or groups” (ley No. 685, 2001).

Finally, in 4) in the decree 934 of 2013 (decreto No. 934, 2013) that legalizes article 37 of the law 685 of 2001 which in a paraphrased way says that no regional, or similar authority is allowed in Colombia to exclude parts of the territory from becoming part of the mining projects of the country (ley No. 685, 2001) and that also declares in a broad way that the mining in Colombia is an indispensable process required to achieve sustainable development (decreto No. 934, 2013). In the preamble of this last decree it
is mentioned that Ministry of Environment is the most important public organization that delegated by the government oversees not only determining the procedures for the mining processes but also in deciding which are the zones potentially filled with resources for exploring them.

In this sense, authors like Alexa Catherine Ortiz who support the actions of the government in favor of the mining activities and the exploration of the soils and subsoils for gathering natural resources argues in her study that in this case “... the judicial norm reflects the importance of the minerals in the development of the actual societies, as we know them” (Ortiz, 2014, p.23). Her logic suggests that these types of laws, decrees and, Articles from the political constitution used by the government are designed not only to achieve sustainable development but also to benefit the entire nation as well. In a broad way, the government justifies the actions taken toward the indigenous resguardos mentioning these tools as said before as well as the indigenous people do by quoting laws, decrees, and articles from the political constitution for requesting the respect over their lands and their right of prior consultation.

Both positions, of the indigenous people and the government over the land are justified by their own perspectives and they are also legitimized by the laws, decrees, etc., depending on the point of view; but considering this conflicting scenario those two parties are using the elements enacted in the legal and political framework to contradict each other constantly to obtain more benefits for themselves. The complexity of conflict over resguardos and most concretely over the right of prior consultation is concentrated in the beliefs of the parties over the purposes of the lands and its resources.

Summarizing, using the legal and political framework the indigenous people have believed through the years that they are the unique authority over the resguardos and also have sustained that they have the right to be consulted previously before a third party tries to enter to these lands in where they live that are catalogued as inalienable, imprescriptible, and indefeasible. The indigenous people also argued against the government that none of the natural resources such as the coca leaves, the gold, the silver, the oil, and even precious stones are being used by them for personal gain because instead of this they are preserving them along with the environment. According to the organization Survival International (SI) “the indigenous people and tribal communities are the best conservatives and guardians of the natural world” and in comparison, to the perspectives of the government, the indigenous people sustain that the environment is under constant threat due to the excessive interventions and mining expeditions done.

Nevertheless, the government using the same tools of the legal and political framework as same as the indigenous people have said that indeed the lands of the resguardos are under protection but from its perspective it seems that the extraction of natural resources is in a more privileged position than the rights of the indigenous people. This is because from this point the economic growth and the achievement of sustainable development comes first and in order to reach both of these aspects it is necessary to take advantage of the lands and extract as much as possible non-renewable natural resources.

Conclusions: The Unclosed Gap Between Perspectives

This article analyzed the positions of the indigenous people and of the government over the lands of resguardos emphasizing its attention in the relation of the legal and political framework with resguardos concentrating its attention in the right of prior consultation as one of the most important components of the conflict between these two parties. After observing the contradictions between them we can argue that there is indeed a dilemma between the use of the land and the right of prior consultation in Colombia over the resguardos which is worsened due to the following points.

In the first place, the contradictions between the indigenous people and of the government over the resguardos had been generated because the conceptions that each party has regarding the purpose of the areas and the usage of the resources in them is completely different and opposed to each other. Therefore, the most visible point in which this disagreement is evident —aside in the conception of the resources and their value— is the rights of prior consultation.

20 This includes also other delegated public organisms such as the Agencia Nacional de Minería, National Mining Agency in English (ANM), the Unidad de Planeación Minero Energética, Mining and Energy Planning Unit in English (UPME), among others.
In the second place, it seems that the legal and political framework is weak in Colombia because it is used by the indigenous people and the government for accommodating the enacted contents of the laws, the policies, the decrees, and the articles of the political constitution easily to their interests for obtaining benefits. Also, these tools are in some cases ratified without taking reference to neither other similar mechanisms enacted nor to the other parties' interests. As an example, the laws and decrees designed for the indigenous people on the right of prior consultation contradict mutually the laws and decrees that the government uses for achieving sustainable development. Regarding the lands of resguardos and the right of prior consultation the tools that the indigenous people use to justify their argument say that they must be always consulted before a third party enters to their territories either for searching coca cultivars, or for developing mining expeditions. Nonetheless the laws, the decrees, and the articles of the political constitution used by the government to justify its actions sustain that the mining process is legal and above all required for achieving economic growth and that the indigenous communities are not allowed to block the mining actions in the national territory.

In third place, we can also see the lack of clarity and the presence of several ambiguities between the concepts stated in the laws, the decrees, etc. The vocabulary used for describing the natural resources is similar to the one used for making reference to the lands of resguardos because both of these are inalienable, imprescriptible, and indefeasible. Due to the existence of these contradictions and ambiguous vocabulary the conflict over the lands between the indigenous people and the government still exists. This keeps not only making the scenario of this conflict unclear but also expanding the infinite maze of contradictions in which the scholars are also involved in.

Finally, the problem over the lands of resguardos and more specifically on the right of prior consultation transcends not only the borders of the scholars but also the boundaries of the legal and political framework because on one side the academic arguments supporting the indigenous people and the government are varied and keep generating a spiral of contradictions; and on the other, both the indigenous people and the government lack of willingness for leaving their interests aside and negotiate in same conditions either an agreement or probably create new laws which may avoid the prolonging of their dispute.

Colombia is against a situation in which there is a need to find a balance between the conservation of the traditional roots represented by the indigenous people living in resguardos and the achievement of sustainable development using the natural resources allotted in the whole territory an especially in resguardos. As long as these factors remain unsettled the gap between perspectives shall continuously expand and so will this dilemma extend in history.
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